
 

 

 

 
HOME LEARNING 

 
 
Subject: Maths – Capacity (lesson 2)                                                                                     Time: 1 hour 
Learning Objective: Compare and order objects containing volumes of liquids.   
Add and subtract volumes of liquids. 
 
Task: Find 10 different objects around your house, that can hold an amount of water (volume). 
Sort the objects from lowest capacity (amount) to highest capacity.  
 Draw the or write the description of them in the table below. 

Lowest         Highest 

          

 
Challenge 1: Use the following numbers to estimate how much each object hold.  Think about a can of 
drink being 330ml, a teaspoon being 5ml…… 
1        5       15        180       250 

a) A water glass holds _______ml 
b) A bottle cap holds _________ml 
c) A carton of orange juice holds _________l. 
d) A bathtub holds_____________l. 

 
Challenge 2: You will need a measuring jug for this.  
Using your 10 objects, estimate how much water each object holds.  
Fill the items with the amount you have estimated.  
Was your estimate too low or too high?  
 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Estimate           

Estimate too high or 
too low (H or L?) 

          

 
Choose 6 items from your items and compare their capacities 
e.g. wine glass < pepsi bottle 
 
 
 
  

 Remember 

Crocodile eats the biggest number 

 



Challenge 3: There are 1000ml in 1l 
Select 3 of your items and measure their capacity.  
Then using + and -, create a calculation with an answer as close to 1l as possible. Remember you can 
be slightly over or under.  
Have a go at this 3 times.  How close can you get to 1 litre? 
 
E.g. Glass (285ml) + bucket (2.3l/2300ml) – Saucepan (1.5l/1500ml) = 1.085l/1085ml 
 
 

Item 1 Sign 
(Circle it) 

Item 2 Sign 
(Circle it) 

Item 3 = Answer 

 +   -  +   -  =  

 +   -  +   -  =  

 +   -  +   -  =  

 
Challenge 4:  

 
  RussJuice Mathstail   Fizzplus        MsWater       
 
If you are going shopping and want to buy as close to 1 Litre of each of these drinks how many 
should you buy of each drink? 

Name Number How many ml? 

RussJuice   

Mathstail   

Fizzplus   

MsWater   

 
 
Save your work: 
If you are using a computer, open a blank document to do your work (you can use Word or Publisher). 
Don’t forget to SAVE it with your name, the lesson you are doing and the date. 
For example: T.Smith Maths 8 April 
If you would like us to see or mark your work please email it or send a photo of your completed work 
to: 
crussell@glebe.bromley.sch.uk 
 
Please also check Mathletics for tasks set. Thank you 
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